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Sometimes when you’re overwhelmed by a
situation—when you’re in the darkest of
darkness—that’s when your priorities are
reordered.
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It would be cliche at this point to say that 2020 was a year like no other. Yet in many ways, it was
also a validator of the trends in giving that have been growing for years - communication and
stewardship are key, an omni-channel experience is vital for both acquisition and retention of
donors, and people are generous.
The previous year however saw some extremely vital changes in how we need to approach
philanthropy in the coming years. Neon One has reviewed data from across its generosity
ecosystem of individual donors, giving days, peer to peer fundraising, events, and more and
wanted to share some important insights on where social good organizations should be focusing
their energy in 2021 and beyond.
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Started with Neon CRM in 2011
Helped raise over $3 million for various
nonproﬁts
Helped start two nonproﬁts
Has done TEDx talks on the role of
technology in philanthropy and
re-envisioning galas
My daughter still has not earned the
Wonder Woman costume behind me

Your time is valuable. We want to ensure you have a clear understanding of what this session will
focus on and what we will be tying it to relating to the work we do at Neon One.

01 | Provide you key data benchmarks and trends we saw in 2020
02 | Give recommendations on the top strategies for revenue generation to focus on
03 | Practical campaign examples we saw that worked for each bet
04 | A clear set of suggestions on how Neon One products will help move these forward
05 | Further reading / resources
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Every company rushes to put out how much
money they collectively raised each year. While
important for high level analysis, this has very
practical application to your work.
We’re skipping it for this session
It’ll be in the blog we put out this week but for
this year, I’ll be skipping over the total number
raised across our company.
Instead, let’s focus on concrete trends that
directly make an impact on your work.
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Giving increased by healthy margins across our client base. Our CRM clients saw gains by all types of giving but it
was particularly striking to watch the ACH gift growth continue to rise.

Both credit cards and ofﬂine gifts (checks, cash, stock, etc.) saw decreases in their average gift size while ACH gifts
increased compared to 2019. However, it is important to note that this is primarily driven by an increase in the
number of gifts being given to organizations. More donors = lower averages typically!
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Average Gift

Average Gift

Average Gift

$123

$151

$525

Credit Cards

ACH / EFT

Ofﬂine (check / cash / etc.)

Giving per capita is something we should start paying more attention to if we are going to truly understand the
capacity of our communities. Overlaying geographic analysis with your giving can unpack interesting results.

$3512
West Virginia had the
highest average gift per
donor in the 50 states.

$27,183
West Virginia in turn had
the 16th highest average
per organization in the 50
states

Since ofﬂine giving generated such a signiﬁcant amount for organizations, it is important to understand how
different types of nonproﬁts are performing. Mission can impact the ways that people give, especially during
periods of economic or social stress.

ACH continues to astound when we look at the missions of organizations utilizing our CRM. This was one of the
breakout stars of giving in 2020.

Across the entirety of our platform, we continued to see amazing growth around a variety of giving experiences.

76.8%

Increase in new recurring
donors in 2020

This is fantastic news on the heels of the
industry’s largest study of recurring giving we just
published in NonproﬁtPRO

23.6%

Average sum per peer to peer
fundraiser campaign

The repeat campaign rate also increased in 2020,
creating what we’re calling Power Fundraisers

120%

Growth of peer to peer
fundraising for giving days

This showcases a signiﬁcant opportunity for the
Neon Raise platform to drive even further scale

Our recent University of Dallas study showed that
the typical recurring donor is giving $63, which
means managing your recurring donors in your
CRM is a key to growth. Even if the donations are
run somewhere else, get them into the CRM to
steward long term!
How Neon One will help:
Our giving platforms offer a wide range of digital
ways to give and later in 2021 our CRM platform
is going to receive a major upgrade in its online
form capabilities that are native to the platform.
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When 88% of the ofﬂine giving came from people
donating over $1000 or more then this points to
a need to focus on high net worth individuals.
Creating or optimizing your major gift outreach
will be a safe bet in the coming years.
How Neon One will help:
Our company will be rolling out an expanded
bi-directional sync with Windfall for our CRM
product in February and already has begun
offering cryptocurrency donations. Look for other
digitization approaches later in 2021, such as
stock donations and bequests.
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Giving days and more attention to your events
are going to be important investments you can
make. You may have board members pushing to
get the gala back on the calendar - resist!
How Neon One will help:
Our company runs the biggest community giving
days in the country so we will continue to grow
that platform’s capabilities. Yet we’ll also be
ensuring that nonproﬁts can easily transfer that
data into our other platforms. We’ll also be
investing more into hybrid and virtual events,
such as deepening our livestream fundraising.
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The growth in peer to peer fundraising is
inspiring because it best showcases the
generosity that exists throughout our
communities. This is a safe bet to start to
develop a program or expand your current
programs strategically.
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How Neon One will help:
We’ll be publishing an industry report called
Finding Your Power Fundraisers that will focus on
the ways that any sized nonproﬁt can activate
their most passionate supporterters. We’ll also
continue to invest in our enterprise caliber
platform Neon Fundraise while rolling out an
entry level tool that any sized nonproﬁt can use
for peer to peer fundraising.

Beware the vendor who only talks about digital
engagement! Direct mail is alive and well and
should be supporting your efforts. Yet digital
tools can be an affordable way to reach new
types of donors. Balance is key.
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How Neon One will help:
All our platforms will be receiving major
upgrades around the communications tools that
help engage donors. Look for better email
builders, text to give, and strategic integrations
designed to optimize donor experience as key
company wide initiatives that Neon One will
deliver on to help guide organizations to success
in 2021.

Creating a dedicated brand around your
recurring giving program is a way to ensure it
stands out from the other revenue streams you
may be encouraging. This can come in the form
of a name that ties with your mission and special
collateral.
Capital Roots
Upstate NY nonproﬁt Capital Roots has created a
branded program called Harvest Helpers that
focuses exclusively on monthly giving.
They also send out special emails to this group,
outline their impact in reports, and encourage
joining the program on their donation form.

Telling a compelling story about your
organization is going to be the key to growing
your support, especially if you can show your
most generous supporters that the work you’re
doing is making an impact.
Gentle Barn Foundation
This animal focused organization created ways
for people to stay connected to their mission by
offering drive thru tours of their farms.
Being creative about the ways you engage your
donors will lead to long term growth among your
major donor segment in particular.

Launching in the midst of the pandemic, Arizona
Gives really helped set the tone for the rest of
the spring giving events. It raised over $6.1
million for 913 nonproﬁts in their state.
How They Did It
Opening up early giving and onboarding more
organizations to participate was key. They also
launched a relief fund to help increase the
exposure and assistance to participating
organizations.

Being creative by shifting your experiences into
either a hybrid or virtual format can still create a
memorable event for your fundraisers and their
donors.
Sesame Workshop
This well known organization actually had not
done much peer to peer fundraising until 2020,
yet they have dove directly into creating some of
the most fun and visually engaging events that
we’ve seen on the Neon Fundraise platform.
And they’re seeing major growth in this new type
of revenue stream!

One of the top reasons an organization will lose
donors is through a frustrating donor experience.
Provide clear options for all types of giving, both
online and ofﬂine. Cash, checks, credit cards,
cryptocurrency, stocks, Donor Advised Funds cover them all!
NFL Draft-A-Thon
The National Football League hosted a livestream
that brought together celebrities and sports
stars to raise money for six charities. They
offered text to give, online donations, and Apple
/ Google Pay options to all donors and raised
over $7 million.

